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Dilated cardiomyopathy is a progressive irreversible disease associated with contractile dysfunction and
heart failure. During dilated cardiomyopathy, elevated diastolic wall strains trigger mechanotransduction
pathways that initiate the addition of sarcomeres in series and an overall increase in myocyte length. At
the whole organ level, this results in a chronic dilation of the ventricles, an increase in end diastolic and
end systolic volumes, and a decrease in ejection fraction. However, how exactly changes in sarcomere
number translate into changes inmyocytemorphology, and how these cellular changes translate into ven-
tricular dilation remains incompletely understood. Here we combined a chronic animal study, continuum
growth modeling, and machine learning to quantify correlations between sarcomere dynamics, myocyte
morphology, and ventricular dilation. In an eight-week long volume overload study of six pigs, we found
that the average sarcomere number increased by +3.8%/week, from 47 to 62, resulting in amyocyte length-
ening of +3.3%/week, from 85 to 108 lm, while the sarcomere length and myocyte width remained
unchanged. At the same time, the average end diastolic volume increased by +6.0%/week. Using contin-
uum growth modeling and Bayesian inference, we correlated alterations on the subcellular, cellular,
and organ scales and found that the serial sarcomere number explained 88% of myocyte lengthening,
which, in turn, explained 54% of cardiac dilation. Our results demonstrate that sarcomere number and
myocyte length are closely correlated and constitute the major determinants of dilated heart failure.
We anticipate our study to be a starting point for more sophisticated multiscale models of heart failure.
Our study suggests that altering sarcomere turnover-and with it myocyte morphology and ventricular
dimensions-could be a potential therapeutic target to attenuate or reverse the progression of heart failure.

Statement of Significance

Heart failure is a significant global health problem that affects more than 25 million people worldwide
and increases in prevalence as the population ages. Heart failure has been studied excessively at various
scales; yet, there is no compelling concept to connect knowledge from the subcellular, cellular, and organ
level across the scales. Here we combined a chronic animal study, continuum growth modeling, and
machine learning to quantify correlations between sarcomere dynamics, myocyte morphology, and ven-
tricular dilation. We found that the serial sarcomere number explained 88% of myocyte lengthening,
which, in turn, explained 54% of cardiac dilation. Our results show that sarcomere number and myocyte
length are closely correlated and constitute the major determinants of dilated heart failure. This suggests
that altering the sarcomere turnover—and with it myocyte morphology and ventricular dimensions–
could be a potential therapeutic target to attenuate or reverse heart failure.

� 2019 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction million Americans suffer from heart failure associated with a very
Heart disease is the leading cause of death and disability world-
wide, accounting for 40% of all human mortality. More than six
high mortality and poor quality of life [44]. With one million new
cases diagnosed each year, heart failure generates an annual health
care cost in excess of 30 billion [1]. Cardiac dilation in heart failure
has been the subject of extensive research at different scales
throughout the past decades [53]; yet, to date, there is no
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Fig. 1. Bridging the subcellular, cellular, and tissue levels using a multiscale continuum growth model. We characterize sarcomere numbers and length, myocyte widths and
lengths, and end diastolic and systolic volumes in a longitudinal study of volume overload using histology and echocardiography. We quantify the agreement between
simulation and experiment in terms of myocyte lengths and end diastolic volumes recorded in six animals throughout a period of eight weeks.
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compelling concept to connect knowledge from the subcellular,
cellular, and organ level across the scales.

Unlike many other cell types in the human body, adult heart
muscle cells, cardiomyocytes, do not multiply by cell division. It
is a widely accepted paradigm that the total number of cardiomy-
ocytes – about 6 billion at birth-does not increase throughout an
individual’s life time [31]. However, cardiomyocytes can grow in
size. They do so through sarcomerogenesis, the creation and
deposition of new sarcomere units [29]. Sarcomeres, the functional
contractile units of cardiac cells, are characterized through a 1.7–
2.1 lm long parallel arrangement of thick filaments of myosin that
slide along thin filaments of actin [3]. Approximately 50 sarcom-
eres in series make up a myofibril; about 50–100 myofibrils in par-
allel make up a cardiomyocyte [50]. Healthy cardiomyocytes have
a cylindrical shape with a length of approximately 80–100 lm and
a diameter of 10–25 lm [36].

Cardiomyocyte morphology exhibits distinct variations under
various pathological conditions [33]. In response to a chronic vol-
ume overload, elevated diastolic wall strains on the whole heart
scale translate into a stretching of cardiomyocytes on the cellular
scale which results in an increase in sarcomere length on the sub-
cellular scale [45]. Sarcomeres are known to operate at a tightly
regulated optimal length [34], an observation that is known as
the Frank-Starling mechanism [9,52]. Any deviation away from this
length is associated with a loss of function [21]. Elevated diastolic
wall strains trigger mechanotransduction pathways that initiate
the addition of sarcomeres in series [19] and an overall increase
in cardiomyocyte length [37]. At the whole organ level, this results
in a chronic dilation of the ventricle, an increase in end diastolic
and end systolic volumes, and a decrease in ejection fraction
[12]. However, how exactly changes in sarcomere number trans-
late into changes in cardiomyocyte morphology, and how these
cellular changes translate into ventricular dilation is insufficiently
understood.

Multiscale modeling provides a powerful concept to integrate
knowledge from different scales and correlate molecular and cellu-
lar structure to whole organ function. The objective of this study
was to synthesize the information from three biological scales
and establish mechanistic links between them using a chronic
animal study, continuum growth modeling, and machine learning.
We tested the hypothesis that chronic overstretch induces the
addition of sarcomeres on the subcellular scale, which translates
into progressive cell lengthening on the cellular scale, and results
in cardiac dilation on the organ scale. Specifically, we performed
an eight-week long volume overload study in pigs to quantify
exactly to which extent changes in myocyte morphology can
explain ventricular dilation in heart failure.
2. Materials and methods

Fig. 1 outlines the methods used in this study. We correlate the
subcellular, cellular, and tissue levels using a multiscale continuum
growth model. We characterize sarcomere numbers and length,
myocyte widths and lengths, and end diastolic and systolic vol-
umes in a longitudinal study of volume overload using histology
and echocardiography. We quantify the agreement between simu-
lation and experiment in terms of myocyte lengths and end dias-
tolic volumes recorded in six animals throughout a period of
eight weeks.
2.1. Volume overload model

All animal experiments were performed in accordance with
national and local ethical guidelines, including the Guide for the
Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, the Public Health Service
Policy on Humane Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, and the
Animal Welfare Act, and an approved California Medical Innova-
tions Institute IACUC protocol. As previously described [6], we used
six Yorkshire domestic pig of either sex with a body weight of
46.3 ± 8.0 kg and housed the animals at the California Medical
Innovations Institute animal care facilities. At the day of surgery,
we performed sedation with telazol-ketamine-xylazine and main-
tained anesthesia with isoflurane. Under sterile conditions, we per-
cutaneously inserted sheaths into the jugular vein to administer
fluids and drugs and into the right femoral artery, to monitor the
pressure, and to provide access to the left ventricle for mitral valve
chordae disruption. Under fluoroscopic guidance, we advanced a
shapeable biopsy forceps towards the anterolateral wall of the left
ventricle near the base of the heart. Using transesophageal
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echocardiography guidance, we created moderate to severe
regurgitation by disrupting one or more chordae. Using echocar-
diography, we confirmed that the degree of mitral regurgitation
was similar in all the animals. At the end of the eight-week long
study, we deeply anesthetized the animal, arrested the heart in
diastole with potassium chloride, and excised it. Finally, we col-
lected transmural punch biopsy samples from the apex and free
wall.
2.2. Cell level characterization – histology

For the cell level characterization, we collected endomyocardial
biopsy samples at baseline at the day of mitral valve chordae dis-
ruption and at bi-weekly follow-up for a total of eight weeks.
Under fluoroscopic guidance, we advanced a shapeable biopsy for-
ceps into the left ventricle where we collected four to six endomy-
ocardial samples from the apical region and from the free wall. To
minimize variations in the state of contraction, we incubated the
samples in cardioplegic solution at 37 �C before routine histologi-
cal processing. We aligned the plane of the samples parallel to
the longitudinal axis of the myocardial fiber and embedded them
in tissue freezing medium. We prepared 7-lm-thick slices and
mounted them on glass slides. We incubated them with Wheat
Germ Agglutinin, Alexa Fluor 488 Conjugate, Thermo Fisher Scien-
tific to characterize myocyte dimensions and with Anti-Sarcomeric
Alpha Actinin to identify the individual sarcomeres. Under fluores-
cence microscopy, we merged the images using ImageJ to identify
the sarcomere numbers within each myocyte. We surveyed non-
repeating fields for myocytes in their longitudinal axis, with no
tears or sectioning artifacts, and excluded myocytes that did not
meet these criteria from our analysis. In this study, we focus on
quantifying myocyte dimensions; in the future, we will also quan-
tify the percentage of fibrotic tissue in the tissue sections. Fig. 2
illustrates our cell level characterization of healthy myocytes at
baseline and of volume overloaded myocytes at week 8. Table 6
in the Appendix provides an overview of the number of sarcomere
numbers, sarcomere lengths, myocyte lengths, and myocyte
widths we recorded for each animal at each time point.
Fig. 2. Changes in histology in response to left ventricular volume overload.
Healthy myocytes, top, at baseline were 85.45 ± 22.30 lm long and 13.67 ± 3.73 lm
wide, made up of 47.50 ± 11.67 sarcomeres with a length of 1.75 ± 0.15 lm. Volume
overloaded myocytes at week 8, bottom, were 107.75 ± 26.57 lm long and
12.98 ± 3.01 lm wide, made up of 62.07 ± 16.35 sarcomeres with a length of
1.77 ± 0.11 lm.
2.3. Organ level characterization – echocardiography

For the organ level characterization, we recorded transthoracic
and transesophageal echocardiograms at baseline at the day of
mitral valve chordae disruption and at bi-weekly follow-up for a
total of eight weeks. We acquired all echocardiographic images,
two- and three-dimensional in short and long axis views, with
the animal placed in the supine and left lateral decubitus positions.
From these images, we calculated the left ventricular end-diastolic
volumes, end-systolic volumes, stroke volumes, ejection fractions,
and wall thicknesses. We performed an offline three-dimensional
volumetric analysis using the TomTec 4D LV-Function, Version
4.6, Build 4.6.3.9, Unterschleissheim, Germany. Briefly, we marked
the positions of the mitral valve and the apex in each of the apical
planes and manually delineated the endocardial borders at end-
diastole. The software then automatically traced the contours
dynamically throughout the cardiac cycle. If necessary, we per-
formed manual corrections in both end-diastolic and end-systolic
frames to include the papillary muscles and trabeculae. From the
automatically constructed dynamic surface models of the left ven-
tricle, we extracted end diastolic and systolic volumes and ejection
fractions.

2.4. Data analysis

To analyze the changes in both microscopic and macroscopic
variables in all subjects, we employed Bayesian inference. For all
recorded samples, we postulated that our measurements are
drawn from distributions that evolve over time. Specifically, we
assumed that the measurements of sarcomere number and length,
myocyte length and width, and end diastolic and systolic volumes
are log-normally distributed at any point in time. We chose this
particular distribution to ensure that all samples generated from
these distributions are strictly positive. For the myocyte length
and width, we further postulated that these two quantities are cor-
related, and assumed a bivariate log-normal likelihood,
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where yi;jml and yi;jmw represent the measurement j of subject i of myo-
cyte length ml and myocyte width mw;li

mlðtjÞ and li
mwðtjÞ are the

means of their distributions at the time of measurement j, and R
is the co-variance matrix between these quantities. For the remain-
ing quantities, we assumed a simple log-normal likelihood,

logðyi;jk Þ � Nðli
kðtjÞ;rkÞ with k ¼ fsn; sl; edg; ð2Þ

where yi;jk is the measurement j of subject i of quantity k, either sar-
comere number sn, sarcomere length sl, or end diastolic volume
ed;li

kðtjÞ is the mean of its distribution at time of measurement j
for the quantity k and, rk is the standard deviation for the quantity
k. We adopted the simplest relationship between the mean and
time,

li
kðtÞ ¼ aik þ bi

kt with k ¼ fml;mw; sn; sl; edg: ð3Þ

Here ai
k and bi

k represent the intercept and slope of the line lðtÞ for
subject i and quantity k. To take into account the variability
between subjects and, at the same time, take advantage of the
entire acquired dataset, we postulated a hierarchical model [11].
Specifically, we assumed that the different parameters of the model

in Eq. (3) ai
k � Nðla

k;ra
kÞ and bi

k � Nðlb
k;rb

kÞ for each subject i are
drawn from normal distributions. With this approach, we intro-
duced four hyper-parameters for each quantity k;la

k;lb
k;ra

k and
rb

k, which control the variability between the parameters aik and
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bi
k for each subject i. This allowed us to estimate the individual

responses for each subject in view of the totality of the cohort.
The last step to completely specify the statistical model in a Baye-
sian setting was to set the prior distributions. These encode our pre-
vious knowledge about the parameters. In our case, we used weakly
informative priors to ensure a small influence in the posterior distri-
butions. For the hyper-parameters we chose la

k;lb
k � Nð0;1002Þ

and ra
k;rb

k � Half � Cauchyðc ¼ 10Þ [10], and the prior distributions
of the remaining parameters as rk � Half � Cauchyðc ¼ 100Þ, for
k ¼ fsn; sl; edg and R � LKJðg ¼ 2Þ, where LKJ denotes the
Lewandowski-Kurowicka-Joe distribution [32]. This distribution is
particularly suitable for multi-variate normal co-variance matrices
[49]. Finally, we computed the posterior distributions for the
parameters using Bayes’ theorem. We performed the statistical
inference using a Hamiltonian Monte Carlo method implemented
in PyMC3 [49]. We then computed new samples of our quantities
of interest yk from a predictive posterior distribution at different
time points and plotted the discrete measurement points, their
medians, their 95% confidence intervals, and their inferred
probability density functions throughout our study interval of eight
weeks.

2.5. Correlating the subcellular, cellular, and organ levels

To correlate the subcellular and cellular scales, we assumed a
linear relation between relative changes in the longitudinal sar-
comere number and relative changes in myocyte length [59]. We
correlated changes in myocyte morphology to the overall change
in end diastolic volume using a transversely isotropic growth
model [16,17] based on a second-order growth tensor,

Fg ¼ #kn� nþ #?½I � n� n�; ð4Þ
that directly correlates the scalar longitudinal and transverse
growth multipliers #k and #? to the relative changes in myocyte
length and myocyte width along the fiber direction n [59].

Fig. 3 illustrates the kinematics of our multiscale growth model,
with the deformation u, the deformation gradient
F ¼ ru ¼ Fe � Fg, the elastic tensor Fe, and the growth tensor Fg,
which is a direct result of the changes in myocyte length #k and
width #?. From the echocardiography images of each animal, we
created finite element models of the left ventricle at the minimum
Fig. 3. Correlating cellular and organ levels. Illustration of the deformation u,
deformation gradient F ¼ ru ¼ Fe � Fg, elastic tensor Fe, and growth tensor Fg to
correlate changes in end diastolic volume to changes in myocyte length #k and
width #? .
cavity volume of the cardiac cycle and assumed that this is the
stress free state. Fig. 3 illustrates our left ventricular models that
consist of 3456 linear hexahedral elements, 4152 nodes, and
12,456 degrees of freedom. We assigned each element a discrete
fiber orientation n using a rule-based approach [30] in which the
fiber angles vary from þ60o in the endocardium to �60o in the
epicardium, measured with respect to the horizontal plane [56].
For the baseline elastic material response, we adopted the classical
Holzapfel-Ogden model [18,22],

w ¼ a
2b

expðb½Ie1 � 3�Þ þ af
2bf

½expðbf Ie4f � 1
� �2Þ � 1�

þ as
2bs

expðbs½Ie4s � 1�2Þ � 1
h i

þ afs
2bfs

expðbfs Ie8fs
� �2Þ � 1

h i
; ð5Þ

where Ie1; I
e
4f ; I

e
4s, and Ie8fs are the invariants that characterize the trace

of the right elastic Cauchy Green deformation tensor, the elastic
fiber stretch, sheet stretch, and coupled fiber-sheet stretch. We cal-
ibrated the eight Holzapfel-Ogden material parameters
a; b; af ; bf ; as; bs; afs; bfs individually for each animal [46] using the
recorded end diastolic pressure and the Klotz curve [27]. We used
the Abaqus explicit solver [7] and created the end diastolic state
by inflating the ventricle with the end diastolic pressure. Then we
gradually increased the growth tensor of Eq. (4) up to the prescribed
longitudinal and transverse growth multipliers #k and #?. From the
simulations, we extracted the progression of the cavity volume for
varying growth multipliers.

2.6. Uncertainty propagation

To correlate the subcellular and cellular levels and the cellular
and organ levels, we propagated the uncertainty of our experimen-
tal measurements through our computational models. To quantify
the agreement, we compared the simulated and experimental
myocyte lengths and end diastolic volumes using the overlap coef-
ficient, which represents the percentage agreement between the
histograms of simulated and experimental characteristics.

To propagate the uncertainty from the subcellular to the cellu-
lar level, for each subject, we took 500 samples of the posterior dis-
tribution for our sarcomere numbers at week 8, applied our linear
model to these samples, and obtained a simulated distribution,
which we compared to the posterior distribution of our experi-
mental myocyte lengths at week 8. To quantify the agreement
between the simulated and experimental myocyte lengths, we
used the overlap coefficient [24], i.e., the percentage agreement

between both histograms,
Pnbins

i minðf simi ; f expi Þ=nsmp, where

nbins ¼ 31 is the number of bins, f simi and f expi are the simulated
and experimental frequencies of the i-th bin, and nsmp ¼ 500 is
the total number of samples, i.e., the collective sum of frequencies
across all bins.

To account for the uncertainty in our cellular measurements, we
correlated the longitudinal and transverse growth multipliers,
#k ¼ expðbml tÞ and #? ¼ expðbmw tÞ, to the parameters bml and
bmw from the experimentally measured histology from Eq. (3).
These expressions arise naturally from normalizing the myocyte
length and width, mlðtÞ ¼ expðamlÞ expðbmltÞ and mwðtÞ ¼
expðamwÞ expðbmwtÞ, from Eq. (1) by their initial values, expðamlÞ
and expðamwÞ.

To propagate the uncertainty from the cellular to the organ
level, for each subject, we took the last 500 samples of bml and
bmw from the Hamiltonian Monte Carlo chain. Instead of perform-
ing a single simulation for each of the 500 samples, we trained a
Gaussian process regression [39,40] to predict the end diastolic
volume of the simulation [38]. For each subject, in the expected
range of uncertainty, we performed n = 10 simulations for training
and an additional n = 5 simulations for validation. Since intermedi-
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Fig. 4. Growth in myocyte length and width, and simulated and experimental
changes in normalized end diastolic volumes. Gray lines represent uncertainties in
myocyte measurements, blue lines uncertainties propagated into end diastolic
volume simulations, red lines uncertainties in end diastolic volume measurements,
and black lines the median for each case. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 5. Changes in sarcomere number in response to left ventricular volume
overload. Gray dots represent n ¼ 404 individual measurements of sarcomere
numbers, solid gray lines represent their medians, and dashed black lines their 95%
confidence intervals. Color contours from black to white highlight the probability
density from high to low. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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ate steps towards the final solution are also valid data points, we
gathered 301 unique points for training and 151 for validation
for each subject. After training the Gaussian process regression
on the training set, the root mean squared error on the validation
set was less than 1.3% with respect to the baseline volume for all
pigs. We then used the 500 samples for bml and bmw and evaluated
the longitudinal and transverse growth multipliers #k and #? at
101 time points between weeks 0 and 8 to generate a total of
50,500 values of #k and #? for each subject. We propagated these
values through a Gaussian process regression and obtained a sim-
ulated distribution of end diastolic volumes, which we compared
to the experimentally measured end diastolic volumes from
echocardiography. To quantify the agreement between the simu-
lated and experimental end diastolic volumes, we used the overlap
coefficient [24], i.e., the percentage agreement between both his-

tograms,
Pnbins

i minðf simi ; f expi Þ=nsmp, again using a total of
nbins ¼ 31 bins and nsmp ¼ 500 samples. Fig. 4 illustrates the uncer-
tainty propagation within our growth model and its comparison to
the experimental measurements for one animal, pig #4.

3. Results

3.1. Sarcomere numbers increase with volume overload

Table 1 summarizes our recorded sarcomere numbers and sar-
comere lengths at baseline and throughout the follow up period of
Table 1
Changes in sarcomere number sn, sarcomere length sl, myocyte length ml, and
myocyte width mw in response to left ventricular volume overload. Results are
summarized as mean ± standard deviation.

w0 w2 w4 w6 w8 D/week

sn 47.50 49.91 50.36 49.97 62.07 +3.83%
[–] ±11.67 ±9.96 ±10.76 ±11.62 ±16.35
sl 1.75 1.78 1.75 1.76 1.77 +0.14%
½lm� ±0.15 ±0.13 ±0.10 ±0.10 ±0.11
ml 85.45 84.77 86.85 84.38 107.75 +3.26%
½lm� ±22.30 ±17.17 ±18.45 ±18.93 ±26.57
mw 13.67 13.04 14.19 13.85 12.98 �0.63%
½lm� ±3.73 ±3.20 ±2.96 ±2.92 ±3.01
eight weeks of volume overload. Altogether, we collected n ¼ 404
measurements of sarcomere number and n ¼ 930 measurements
of sarcomere length. The average sarcomere number per myocyte
increased from 47.50 ± 11.67 to 62.07 ± 16.35, with a relatively
constant sarcomere number throughout the first six weeks and a
steep increase between weeks 6 and 8. At the same time, the aver-
age sarcomere length remained virtually constant at 1.76 lm,
varying marginally between minimum values of 1.75 ± 0.15 lm
and maximum values of 1.78 ± 0.13 lm.

Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate the sarcomere number and length mea-
sured in all six animals in response to eight weeks of ventricular
volume overload. The gray dots represent the n ¼ 404 and
n ¼ 930 individual measurements, the solid black lines represent
their medians, and dashed black lines their 95% confidence inter-
vals. The average sarcomere number in Fig. 5 increased markedly,
by +3.83%/week, with a rapid increase between weeks 6 and 8. The
direct comparison between the six animals illustrates the
inter-animal variation; pig #2 displayed the largest increase in sar-
comere number with +5.8%/week, pig #1 the smallest with +3.1%/
week. The average sarcomere length in Fig. 6 varied only margin-
Fig. 6. Changes in sarcomere length in response to left ventricular volume overload.
Gray dots represent n ¼ 930 individual measurements of sarcomere lengths, solid
gray lines represent their medians, and dashed black lines their 95% confidence
intervals. Color contours from black to white highlight the probability density from
high to low. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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ally, by +0.14%/week, and, as the small 95% confidence intervals
indicate, remained tightly regulated within its physiological range
despite ventricular overload. Pigs #2 and #3 displayed the largest
increase in sarcomere length with +0.3%/week, pig #1 displayed a
small decrease with �0.2%/week.
Fig. 8. Changes in myocyte width in response to left ventricular volume overload.
Gray dots represent n ¼ 460 individual measurements of myocyte width, solid gray
lines represent their medians, and dashed black lines their 95% confidence intervals.
Color contours from black to white highlight the probability density from high to
low. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 2
Changes in end diastolic volume ed, end systolic volume es, ejection fraction ef, and
left ventricular mass m in response to left ventricular volume overload. Results are
summarized as mean ± standard deviation.

w0 w2 w4 w6 w8 D/week

ed 67.9 71.3 77.7 86.8 100.2 +5.95%
½ml� ±20.6 ±11.0 ±9.5 ±13.4 ±17.9
es 30.2 34.4 40.1 44.6 51.3 +8.73%
½ml� ±9.5 ±7.2 ±7.8 ±5.7 ±9.0
ef 55.6 52.0 48.4 47.8 47.7 �1.78%
½%� ±4.9 ±6.4 ±7.3 ±7.7 ±9.5
3.2. Myocyte lengths increase with volume overload

Table 1 summarizes the results of our recorded myocyte mor-
phologies throughout the follow up period of eight weeks of vol-
ume overload. Altogether, we collected n ¼ 460 measurements of
myocyte length and width. The average myocyte length increased,
from 85.45 ± 22.30 lm to 107.75 ± 26.57 lm, with a relatively con-
stant myocyte length throughout the first six weeks and a steep
increase between weeks 6 and 8. At the same time, the average
myocyte width remained virtually constant at 13.55 lm, varying
marginally between minimum values of 12.98 ± 3.01 lm and max-
imum values of 14.19 ± 2.92 lm.

Figs. 7 and 8 illustrate the myocyte length and width measured
in all six animals in response to eight weeks of ventricular volume
overload. The gray dots represent the n ¼ 460 individual measure-
ments, the solid black lines represent their medians, and dashed
black lines their 95% confidence intervals. The average myocyte
length in Fig. 7 increased markedly, by +3.26%/week, with a rapid
increase between weeks 6 and 8. The direct comparison between
the six animals illustrates the inter-animal variation; pig #2 dis-
played the largest increase in myocyte length with +6.8%/week,
pig #5 the smallest with +2.3%/week. The average myocyte width
in Fig. 8 varied only marginally, by �0.63%/week. Pig #2 displayed
the largest increase in myocyte width with +0.7%/week, pig #6 dis-
played the largest decrease with �0.9%/week.
m 59.6 71.8 78.7 92.1 106.7 +9.88%
½g� ±12.2 ±13.6 ±16.8 ±21.7 ±26.9
3.3. End-diastolic volumes increase with volume overload

Table 2 summarizes the results of our echocardiography analy-
sis at baseline and throughout the follow up period of eight weeks
of volume overload. Altogether, we collected n ¼ 28 measurements
of end diastolic and end systolic volume, ejection fraction, and left
ventricular mass. The average end diastolic and end systolic vol-
umes increased from 67.9 ± 20.6 ml and 30.2 ± 9.5 ml at baseline
to 100.2 ± 17.9 ml and 51.3 ± 9.0 ml at week eight. This resulted
in a decrease in ejection fraction from 55.6 ± 4.9% to 47.7 ± 9.5%.
Fig. 7. Changes in myocyte length in response to left ventricular volume overload.
Gray dots represent n ¼ 460 individual measurements of myocyte lengths, solid
gray lines represent their medians, and dashed black lines their 95% confidence
intervals. Color contours from black to white highlight the probability density from
high to low. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
At the same time, the mass almost doubled from 59.6 ± 12.2 g to
106.7 ± 26.9 g.

Fig. 9 illustrates the end diastolic volume in all six animals in
response to eight weeks of ventricular volume overload. The gray
dots represent the n ¼ 28 individual measurements, the solid black
lines represent their medians, and dashed black lines their 95%
confidence intervals. The average end diastolic volume increased
by +5.95%/week, with a rapid increase between weeks 6 and 8.
The direct comparison between the six animals illustrates the
inter-animal variation; pig #3 displayed the largest increase in
end diastolic volume with +12.3%/week, pig #1 the smallest with
+2.5%/week. Since the end systolic volume increased by +8.73%/
week, more rapidly that the end diastolic volume, the overall ejec-
tion fraction decreased, by �1.78%/week. Most notably, the left
ventricular mass increased by 9.88%/week.

3.4. Sarcomere numbers are predictors of myocyte length

For each pig, we successfully propagated uncertainties of
n = 500 sarcomere numbers from the histological measurements
through our linear model and obtained simulated myocyte lengths,
which we compared against our experimentally measured myo-
cyte lengths from our biopsy histology.

Fig. 10 compares our simulated myocyte lengths from the Gaus-
sian process regression and our experimentally measured myocyte
lengths after eight weeks of left ventricular volume overload. The
blue histograms represent the simulation, the red histograms the
experiment. The overlap between both is a quantitative measure
between the agreement of the model prediction and the experi-
ment. The six histograms are a qualitative and quantitative illustra-



Fig. 9. Changes in end diastolic volume in response to left ventricular volume
overload. Gray dots represent n ¼ 28 individual measurements of end diastolic
volume, solid gray lines represent their medians, and dashed black lines their 95%
confidence intervals. Color contours from black to white highlight the probability
density from high to low. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

91.8% agreement78.0% agreement 88.6% agreement

88.8% agreement 90.4% agreement 90.2% agreement

experiment
simulation

Fig. 10. Simulation and experiment of myocyte length in response to left
ventricular volume overload. Blue histograms represent simulations, red his-
tograms represent experiments, both with uncertainty; percentage agreement
refers to the region shared between both histograms. The average agreement
between simulation and experiment was 88%. (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

Table 3
Subject-specific material parameters identified individually for each pig using the
Holzapfel-Ogden model.

pig a b af bf as bs afs bfs
[Pa] [–] [Pa] [–] [Pa] [–] [Pa] [–]

#1 69.6 4.34 229.6 8.34 31.8 7.23 18.7 1.78
#2 89.5 5.17 295.0 9.93 40.9 8.61 24.0 2.11
#3 74.9 4.34 247.1 8.34 34.3 7.23 20.1 1.78
#4 62.9 4.32 207.4 8.29 28.8 7.19 16.9 1.77
#5 101.1 5.80 333.4 11.13 46.3 9.65 27.2 2.37
#6 83.2 4.40 274.5 8.44 38.1 7.32 22.3 1.80

mean 80.2 4.73 264.5 9.08 36.7 7.87 21.5 1.94
std 13.9 0.62 46.0 1.19 6.4 1.03 3.8 0.25

Table 4
Parameter ranges for uncertainty propagation simulations.

pig #k #? pig #k #?

#1 1.04–1.34 0.87–1.15 #4 1.05–1.56 0.76–1.12
#2 1.31–1.81 0.91–1.29 #5 0.92–1.55 0.79–1.38
#3 1.04–1.88 0.75–1.27 #6 1.00–1.64 0.69–1.12
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tion of the intersubject variability of cardiac growth on the cellular
level. The average agreement between simulation and experiment
was 88%, ranging from an excellent agreement of 91.8% for pig #5
to a very good agreement of 78.0% for pig #4. In other words, alter-
ations in sarcomere number alone explain myocyte lengthening by
88%. Taken together, Fig. 10 suggests that the serial sarcomere
number is the major determinant of myocyte length.
Fig. 11. Simulation of end diastolic volumes in response to left ventricular volume
overload. The example shows the growing left ventricle at end diastole from week 0
to week 8, here simulated with the median myocyte length #k and myocyte width
#? according to Fig. 4.
3.5. Myocyte lengths are predictors of ventricular dilation

For eachpig,we successfullypropagateduncertainties of n ¼ 500
myocyte lengths and widths from the histological measurements
through the Gaussian process regression and obtained simulated
end diastolic volumes, which we compared against our experimen-
tally measured end diastolic volumes from echocardiography.

Table 3 summarizes our individually identified subject-specific
material parameters for the Holzapfel-Ogden model. We consis-
tently identified stiffness parameters of the same order of magni-
tude, with a mean isotropic stiffness of a ¼ 80:2 Pa, and mean
fiber and sheet stiffnesses of af ¼ 264:5 Pa, as ¼ 36:7 Pa, and
afs ¼ 21:5 Pa. Interestingly, the standard deviations for these four
parameters varied in a narrow range between 17.3% and 17.7% of
their means.

Table 4 summarizes the range of uncertainties in myocyte
lengths #k and myocyte widths #? that we used to calculate the
growth tensor, Fg ¼ #kn� nþ #?½ I � n� n �, to propagate uncer-
tainties from our histological measurements into our transversely
isotropic growth simulations.

Fig. 11 illustrates representative simulation of the end diastolic
volumes in response to left ventricular volume overload. The
example shows the growing left ventricle at end diastole at weeks
0, 2, 4, 6, and 8, here simulated with the median myocyte length #k

and myocyte width #? for pig #4 according to Fig. 4. The final sim-
ulated normalized end diastolic volume at week 8 of 1.44 enters
the blue histogram of simulated volumes in Fig. 12 as one data
point for pig #4. For all six animals, we simulated nsmp ¼ 500 nor-
malized end diastolic volumes using the rage of myocyte lengths #k

and myocyte widths #? in Table 4.
Table 5 compares the computationally simulated changes in

normalized end diastolic volumes against the experimentally mea-
sured normalized end diastolic volumes. The computationally sim-
ulated average end diastolic volume increased by +8.55% per week,
compared to the experimentally measured increase of +6.42% per
week. This resulted in a simulated total volume increase of 57%
throughout the period of eight weeks compared to the experimen-
tally measured increase of 51%. The simulated average weekly
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39.0% agreement
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Fig. 12. Simulation and experiment of normalized end diastolic volume in response
to left ventricular volume overload. Blue histograms represent simulations, red
histograms represent experiments, both with uncertainty; percentage agreement
refers to the region shared between both histograms. The average agreement
between simulation and experiment was 54%. (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

Table 5
Changes in normalized end diastolic volumes from simulation and experiment.
Results are summarized as mean values.

pig Ded w0 w2 w4 w6 w8 D/week

#1 sim 1.00 1.11 1.21 1.31 1.41 +5.13%
exp 1.00 1.04 1.09 1.15 1.20 +2.54%

#2 sim 1.00 1.28 1.58 1.91 2.26 +15.71%
exp 1.00 1.11 1.23 1.37 1.52 +6.56%

#3 sim 1.00 1.15 1.29 1.44 1.58 +7.24%
exp 1.00 1.19 1.41 1.67 1.99 +12.38%

#4 sim 1.00 1.14 1.25 1.35 1.44 +5.51%
exp 1.00 1.09 1.19 1.30 1.42 +5.24%

#5 sim 1.00 1.09 1.18 1.27 1.35 +4.37%
exp 1.00 1.10 1.20 1.32 1.46 +5.70%

#6 sim 1.00 1.12 1.22 1.31 1.38 +4.78%
exp 1.00 1.10 1.22 1.35 1.49 +6.09%

overall sim 1.00 1.15 1.29 1.43 1.57 +8.55%
exp 1.00 1.11 1.22 1.36 1.51 +6.42%
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increase ranged from +4.37% for pig #5 to +15.71% for pig #2. The
experimental average weekly increase ranged from +2.54% for pig
#1 to +12.38% for pig #3.

Fig. 12 compares our simulated end diastolic volumes from the
Gaussian process regression and our experimentally measured
normalized end diastolic volumes after eight weeks of left ventric-
ular volume overload. The blue histograms represent the simula-
tion, the red histograms the experiment. The overlap between
both is a quantitative measure between the agreement of the
model prediction and the experiment. The six histograms are a
qualitative and quantitative illustration of the intersubject vari-
ability of cardiac growth. The average agreement between simula-
tion and experiment was 54%, ranging from an excellent
agreement of 83.4% for pig #4 to a poor agreement of 10.2% for
pig #2, which was the largest pig of the study with an initial
weight of 56.1kg. Assuming pig #2 is an outlier, the agreement
for the remaining five pigs is 62.7%. In other words, for pigs #1,
#3, #4, #5, and #6, alterations in myocyte morphology alone
explain the dilation of the ventricle by 62.7%. Taken together,
Fig. 12 suggests that myocyte morphology is the major determi-
nant of ventricular dilation.
4. Discussion

It has long been recognized that heart failure through dilated
cardiomyopathy is associated with an increase in sarcomeres on
the subcellular scale, myocyte lengthening on the cellular scale,
and ventricular dilation on the whole organ scale. The objective
of this study was to quantify the correlation between these three
characteristics on more mechanistic grounds and specify to which
extent alterations on the smaller scale can explain observations on
the larger scale. With this in mind, we designed a longitudinal
study of heart failure that combines a chronic volume overload
model, continuum growth modeling, and machine learning to sys-
tematically correlate the subcellular, cellular, and organ scales.
Unique to our study is the fact that we collected biopsy samples
of one and the same heart at five consecutive points in time. We
recorded a total of n = 404 sarcomere numbers, n = 930 of sarcom-
ere lengths, n = 460 of myocyte lengths and widths, and n = 28 of
end diastolic and systolic volumes across five points in time and
observed a substantial inter-animal variability. We therefore
decided to consult machine learning tools to overlay uncertainty
to our measurements, and propagate this uncertainty from the
subcellular to the cellular and from the cellular to the whole organ
levels. This allowed us to interpret individual intra-animal alter-
ations in view of all other animals, and solidly quantify the agree-
ment between our computational growth model and our
experimental measurements. As such, our proposed method of
probing cell-organ level correlations by combining multiscale
modeling and machine learning is of general interest to a broad
range of living systems and even could help characterize the influ-
ence of biomaterial-based devices, injectable hydrogels, or stents
on the living heart.

4.1. Volume overload triggers an increase in sarcomere number,
myocyte length, and end diastolic volume

Our study revealed that chronic volume overload triggered an
increase in the serial sarcomere number, myocyte length, and
end diastolic volume. On the subcellular level, we observed aver-
age changes in sarcomere number of +3.83% in Table 1 illustrated
in detail in Fig. 5. These ultrastructural alterations translated
almost directly into altered myocyte morphologies with average
chronic myocyte lengthening of +3.26% in Table 1 illustrated in
detail in Fig. 7. At the same time, the length of the individual sar-
comeres in Fig. 6 was tightly regulated at 1.8 lm and the myocyte
thickness in Fig. 8 remained virtually unchanged at 14 lm. While
this agrees well with constant sarcomere lengths reported in the
literature [57], several studies report a slightly larger sarcomere
length of 2.0 lm andmyocyte width of 18 lm [13]. However, those
values were measured in isolated cells [5], which could be less con-
straining than recording dimensions in intact biopsy samples as we
proposed here. Notably, our rates of both sarcomere addition and
myocyte lengthening were nonlinear in time with a more pro-
nounced increase towards the end of the study as detailed in
Table 1. During the last two weeks of our study, we recorded an
average sarcomere increase of 12, which agrees well with experi-
mental findings in volume overloaded rabbit hearts that reported
a maximum sarcomere deposition rate of one sarcomere per myo-
cyte per day [57]. Our myocyte lengthening of 26% within only
eight weeks compares well with myocytes from failing hearts of
patients with ischemic cardiomyopathy that were 40% longer than
myocytes of healthy controls [13]. We recorded a myocyte length-
to-width ratio of 6.3 at baseline and of 8.3 after eight weeks of
chronic volume overload. These values lie well within the range
of reported healthy and failing myocyte length-to-width ratios of
7.5 [3] and 11.5 [15].

On the whole organ level, our study confirmed the common
understanding that a chronic volume overload induces an increase
in end diastolic and systolic volumes [36], as we showed in Fig. 9.
Collectively, these structural alterations resulted in a decrease of
ejection fraction and a drastic increase in mass as summarized in
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Table 2. Specifically, the changes in end diastolic volume and left
ventricular mass were +5.95%/ week and 9.88%/ week, which
resulted in a 48% increase in end diastolic volume and a 79%
increase in left ventricular mass after only eight weeks. This agrees
well with clinical observations [29], although the values of our
eight-week long study are generally lower than those of end-
stage heart failure patients [13]. In contrast, our longitudinal
growth factor of #k ¼ 1:20 was markedly higher than the longitudi-
nal growth factor of #k ¼ 1:05 reported in a similar continuum
growth analysis over a period of seven weeks in sheep [55]. How-
ever, in that study, growth was triggered by infarct-induced ven-
tricular dilation and the overall degree of left ventricular dilation
was significantly smaller than in our current study.
4.2. Sarcomere numbers and myocyte lengths are predictors for heart
failure

To systematically correlate changes in sarcomere number and
myocyte morphology to cardiac dilation, we adopted a standard
continuum growth model and evaluated its predictions with the
help of machine learning tools. Specifically, our goal was to answer
to which extent changes in the serial sarcomere number can
explain chronic myocyte lengthening and, similarly, to which
extent changes in myocyte length can explain ventricular dilation.
To answer both questions, we used a multiscale modeling
approach and fed the small scale measurements into our multi-
scale model to derive a large scale prediction, which we then com-
pared to the large scale measurements [17,47,48,58].

For the elastic part of our model, our parameter identification
was robust and solid as Table 3 confirms. We identified a mean iso-
tropic stiffness of a ¼ 80:2 Pa, and mean fiber and sheet stiffnesses
of af ¼ 264:5 Pa, as ¼ 36:7 Pa, and afs ¼ 21:5 Pa, all with standard
deviations of less than 20%. This confirms our intuition that heart
muscle tissue is strongest along the fiber direction, and agrees well
with reported trends. Strikingly, these four stiffness values identi-
fied for six living pig hearts are 6, 57, 89, and 31 times softer than
the original Holzapfel-Ogden parameters [22], a ¼ 496 Pa,
af ¼ 15193 Pa, as ¼ 3283 Pa, and afs ¼ 662 Pa from shear tests of
3 mm-sized cubic samples of six explanted pig hearts [8], a trend
that has been confirmed by several other in vivo studies in the liter-
ature [12,46].

For the growth part of our model, a major challenge was the
strong inter-animal variability with one clear outlier, animal #2.
For all other animals we observed a strong agreement between
simulation and experiment as Table 5 confirms. Our study revealed
that changes in the serial sarcomere number explain myocyte
lengthening by 88% as we illustrate in detail for each animal in
Fig. 10. Similarly, changes in myocyte length explain ventricular
dilation by 54% as we show in Fig. 12. On average, the simulation
predicted a weekly increase in end diastolic volume of +8.55%/
week, which agrees well with the experimentally observed
increase of +6.42%/week.

While various studies have analyzed the effects of volume over-
load on sarcomere number, myocyte length, and ventricular vol-
ume [14,19,20,35], only a small number of studies have made
attempts to quantify correlations between them [13]. In fact, the
relative contributions of myocyte remodeling and myocyte slip-
page to the dilation of the ventricle remain an ongoing controversy
in the quest for successful therapies to treat heart failure [14].
Probably the most quantitative correlation to date is a linear rela-
tion between chamber circumference and myocyte length in pro-
gressive heart failure in rats [54]. This study concluded that
myocyte lengthening alone can account for chamber dilation in
the progression to heart failure [51]. In directly correlating cham-
ber circumference to myocyte length, however, this study ignored
the structural arrangement of myocardial fibers across the ventric-
ular wall and implicitly assumed that myocytes elongate only
along the circumferential direction. Kinematically, this model pro-
vides only an upper limit of ventricular dilation. To explain poten-
tial discrepancies between myocyte lengthening and ventricular
dilation, a recent study suggested that extracellular matrix remod-
eling could be a significant contributor to volume overload-
induced heart failure [23].

Recent reviews have begun to acknowledge the importance of
computational modeling in providing additional insight into the
pathological alterations of heart failure across the scales [4,51].
The very first approach to characterize growth of the heart was
purely theoretical, but introduced the multiplicative decomposi-
tion of the deformation gradient into an elastic part and a growth
part according to Fig. 3 [43]. Throughout the past decade, numer-
ous groups have used and refined this approach to model eccentric
and concentric cardiac growth, either through separate stretch-
and stress-driven models [16,26,41] or through a single strain-
based model [25]. In contrast to the simplified myocyte length ver-
sus chamber diameter model, computational models allow us to
directly account for discrete fiber directions in the left ventricle
[28] or across the entire heart [12], either derived from a rule-
based approach [56] or registered on the geometry from diffusion
tensor magnetic resonance imaging [46]. Here we have systemati-
cally included fiber heterogeneity across the ventricular wall
through discrete, regionally varying fiber directions n in Eq. (4).
Our histogram representations of the animal-specific correlations
between sarcomere number and myocyte length in Fig. 10 and
between myocyte length and ventricular dilation in Fig. 12 reveal
that sarcomere numbers are an excellent predictor for myocyte
lengthening, which, in turn, is a good predictor for ventricular dila-
tion. While myocyte lengthening alone indeed explains 54% of the
structural alterations associated with ventricular dilation, our
study also supports the emerging view that extracellular matrix
remodeling could play a relevant-although overall less
important-role in heart failure. Further studies will be needed to
elucidate to which extent the remaining cardiac dilation and
increase in ventricular mass can be explained by myocyte hyper-
plasia or extracellular matrix deposition. A better understanding
of the contributing factors to heart failure could have potential
implications on tissue engineering functional heart muscle for car-
diac repair [2] or testing of novel biomaterial-based devices for
combating heart failure [42].

4.3. Limitations

This manuscript provides our first attempts to quantitatively
correlate sarcomere lengths and numbers, myocyte lengths and
widths, and ventricular volumes in individual animals throughout
a longitudinal heart failure study. Our study has a few limitations:
First, we have only monitored our animals throughout a period of
eight weeks during which structural changes were initially moder-
ate but increased more rapidly towards the end of the study. A
unique aspect of our study is that we know about this temporal
variation in growth because we have collected biopsy samples of
the same heart at five points in time. In retrospect, we should prob-
ably have continued the study for an additional two or even four
weeks. However, the hearts had already almost doubled their mass
within only eight weeks which indicates a rather rapid growth.
Second, while the mass of the hearts almost doubled, the animals
themselves grew to a final body weight of 60.7 ± 10.7 kg and
increased their mass by 31.1%. Here we focused exclusively on
how changes in sarcomere number translate into changes in myo-
cyte length and changes in end diastolic volume. In a follow up
study, we are currently characterizing the naturally-induced and
stretch-induced addition of sarcomeres to shed light on the relative
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influence of these two phenomena. Third, in our initial cohort, we
have only studied six animals. Given the relatively large inter-
animal variation, the number of animals seems rather low, and
we should probably increase the number of subjects in the future
to explore how robustly our findings extent to a larger group.
Specifically, our proposed method is sensitive to the inherent
inter-animal variations in natural growth, regurgitation, and
overload-induced growth. While the cell-level responses in
Fig. 10 seem to be tightly regulated and less sensitive to these vari-
ations, the organ-level responses in Fig. 12 display much larger
inter-animal variations, which manifest themselves in an excellent
agreement for pigs #4, #5, and #6, a good agreement for pigs #1
and #3, and a poor agreement for pig #2. Including additional ani-
mals would help us to better explain the discrepancies for pig #2,
and likely make our overall finding more robust. For now, to ana-
lyze and interpret our relatively sparse data, we have applied novel
machine learning techniques. This allows us, for example, to inter-
pret the individual behavior of each animal in view of the collective
behavior of all animals. This technology is novel and could in itself
be useful for other studies that are based on interpreting sparse
data. Fourth, our study induced left ventricular volume overload
in pigs through controlled regurgitation as a surrogate model for
heart failure in humans. While sarcomere lengths and numbers,
myocyte lengths and widths, and ventricular volumes are rela-
tively comparable between pigs and humans, it remains to be
shown how the timeline of cellular and ventricular adaptation in
volume overloaded pigs translates into the timeline of heart failure
in humans.
5. Conclusion

Sarcomere units within individual myocytes undergo a contin-
uous turnover through removal and renewal. Since their turnover
rate is sensitive to environmental factors, the dimensions of
individual myocytes are highly plastic. Altering sarcomere turn-
over – and with it myocyte morphology and ventricular dimen-
sions – could be a potential therapeutic target to attenuate or
reverse the progression of heart failure. Our study provides a better
quantitative understanding of the correlations between sarcomere
number, myocyte length, and ventricular dilation and is an
important first step in this direction.
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Appendix A. Supplementary data

Table 6 summarizes the number of sarcomere numbers, sar-
comere lengths, myocyte lengths, and myocyte widths we
recorded for each subject at each time point. In total, we measured
n = 404 sarcomere lengths, n = 930 sarcomere lengths, n = 460
myocyte lengths, and n = 460myocyte widths. Supplementary data
associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at
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